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Keyphrases in Parts [2] to [5]

[2] 1976, [2] 1983, [2] 1984, [2] 1986, [2] 1995, [2] 1996, 
[2] 1997, [2] 1998, [2] 1999, [2] 2000,
[2] 2001 (The way women in Physics copulate),
[2] 2004, [2] Lonely and devastating

[3] For someone of my age, not obeying parents is a police 
matter in the UK

[4] It is a social custom of the Institute of Physics and of 
mainstream UK society that males will give me no credit 
for intelligence, while women are waiting with platters of 
gold and silver.

[4] Men admire her, women follow her (Women in Phys-
ics).

[4] Physics Officer I was supposed to report to let out a 
bloodcurdling scream

[4] Director says I can have the same rights as the rest of 
the women if I discuss sexual intercourse with them.

[4] Bonkquay bangs, “London-working-
is-a-very-big-working”

[4] One says if Vishanti says you are an idiot trust and 
hang on to her. Another, Mr. Goatee Beard says he feels 
attracted to her feminine frankness.

[5] Eugenics ends trusted relationships with friends in 
high places.

[5] Behavior modification treatment policy among Physi-



cists upheld by Dr. Edge

[5] Gathering and storing sensitive information

[5] This above-mentioned article is another instance of 
potential hacking of my Gmail Onedrive by the Institute 
of Physics.

[5] Met Police letter once reported they hacked my Gmail 
Onedrive 

[5] Artificial laws of selection to “grow” women (Pre-se-
lected individuals only)

[5] Pre-arranged favors

[5] Intelligence based mental segregation

[5] Fiddling with matters that don’t concern ‘ya.

[5]A series of observations begins with 1998

[5] A seamlessly integrated society

[5] Vermin Control methods cleanse local environment

[5] The inferior ego concept

[5] Let the dead bury the dead. We choose life

[5] Why women would love for me to take mental treat-
ments to change the head to love the parents

[5] Naughty story from India about concealment of ugly 
truths

[5] Example of an equal opportunities advisory service



[5] Why women take Prozac more than men

[5] Malicious referral to psychiatry 

[5] What makes a good advisor?

[5] So, what makes a good advisor?

[5] Another female expelled from IOP 

[5] Break-drivers Forum for drivers who don’t apply 
breaks on time

[5] Popular in 1983 class but they hate me now. 

[5] What hurts most of all is they enticed my husband




